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Chapter Description

• Aims
– The aim of this chapter to expose and understanding students to apply

basic project scheduling, tool and techniques in relation to project
management

• Expected Outcomes

At the conclusion of this chapter, the students should be able to:
– Understand the project scheduling and the phases. 

– Apply basic scheduling tool and techniques for project management 

– Demonstrate SMART principles to a project

• References
– Erik W. Larson & Clifford F. (2014). Project Management: The Managerial 

Process (6th Ed.). McGraw-Hill Education, New York.
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Content of LESSON 3

PROJECT SCHEDULING

• Overview of Project Scheduling

• Phases and Milestones

• Techniques for Scheduling

• Scheduling Tools

• Scheduling Software



Overview of Project Scheduling

Definition



Objectives of Project Scheduling
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Importance of Project Scheduling

1
• To calculate the project completion date.

2
• To calculate the start or end of a specific activity.

3
• To expose and adjust conflicts between  trades or sub-contractors

4
• To predict and calculate the cash flow

5
• To evaluate the effect of changes.

6
• To improve work efficiency

7
• To resolve delay claims

8
• To serve as an effective project control tool.



Phases of Project Scheduling



Set the Milestones

• Every project has
milestone:
– Start date

– Finish date

– Using the WBS, you
can decide the key
stages and assign
their completion
milestone status

MILESTONE CHART



Sources of Information



Scheduling Tools and Techniques



Scheduling Techniques:

BAR Charts

• Most common & widely used.

• Used for relative simple

project.

• For short term & weekly

programming.

• For communication purpose.

• Provide graphic medium on

which milestones can be

entered.
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Scheduling Techniques:

Network Analysis

Network shows a project as a system of activities 



Network Analysis

Activity on Arrow (AOA)
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Network Analysis

Activity on Network (AON)
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Forward & Backward Pass

Forward Pass Backward Pass

A Forward Pass is perform to find

the earliest event time (Activity-on-

Arrow network), or the earliest

start and finish time of activities

(PDM Network)

A Backward Pass is performed to 

find the latest event time or latest 

finish and start time.

Minimum overall duration of the

project

Minimum overall duration of the 

project



Total and Free Float



Project Planning & Scheduling Software

PrimaveraMs Project



Conclusion of The Chapter

• Conclusions

– The project network is the tools used for planning, scheduling

and monitoring project progress.

– The network diagram outlines the logic or sequences of work

– Activities with zero float are on the critical path

– The project network provides other invaluable information and

insight. It provides the basis for scheduling labour and

equipment.
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